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WOOD LAMINATE
WHAT IS WOOD LAMINATE?
Wood Laminate combines the natural beauty of the world’s finest timber veneers with the durability and
performance of a high pressure laminate. The beauty of Wood Laminate comes from using only natural
veneers which are chosen to display the characteristics figuration of each species. By careful selection Wood
Laminates feature highly prized full figure sections of veneer rather than the less valued quartered areas. The
clarity and warmth of the wood is then emphasised by textures which complement the natural grain.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
All Mahogany
the veneers used in Wood
WalnutLaminate products are obtained from sustainable sources where timber is
farmed on managed land. Endangered timber species are not used.

PERFORMANCE
Wood Laminate (finished version) is manufactured in exactly the same manner as standard decorative laminate.
The product is composed of resin impregnated backing sheets, quality wood veneers and finished with a
transparent overlay to provide the durability and easy maintenance characteristics traditionally associated
with decorative laminates. In addition, Wood Laminate meets the requirements of BS EN 438 regarding stain
resistance covering products such as tea, coffee, etc.

COLOUR VARIATION
Wood Laminate is a natural product and therefore variations in colour and figure will occur. In addition the
colour/shade of veneers can change through natural ageing.
N.B. Please state on your order if it is required to match existing Burgess tables.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Impala

Espresso

Light dirt or stains can be removed simply with warm soapy water or a mixture of warm water and detergent.
OTHER COLOURS ON REQUEST
Printed reproductions are only as accurate as
the printing process allows. Whilst every effort
is made to ensure colour continuity within
commercial tolerences, slight colour variations
may
from
one production
to another.
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